
1940 - DRIFTING AWAY from CHRIST - Heb 2:1-3 


Chapter 1 closed by speaking of those who are to inherit salvation (1:14). That is the eternal 
spiritual salvation that is in Christ Jesus the Lord! The author includes himself among them, for he 
continues by saying 'we', involving himself in whatever he saying about them.  

He is giving a very serious warning to them! They must not drift away from Jesus Christ who has 
brought many sons to glory and who is the founder of their salvation (10). It is possible for those 
who are to inherit salvation to drift away. It has happened so often, even in Scripture.  

We read of Lot choosing the world of material prosperity and slowly drifting away from Abraham 
and eventually not only living but becoming an alderman in Sodom. But Lot for his sins, ended up a 
very sad case indeed, living in a cave and being guilty of impregnating his daughters! The nation of 
Israel regularly drifted away from God and almost all the prophets, called them back to repentance! 

But also, who of us, in our life-time, do not know someone who has drifted away and is still away 
from the Lord! We all know of people who have made a profession and are not now walking with 
the Lord? Plenty Xns have to fight against the example of those who once professed to have chosen 
X and declared Him to be their Saviour, but have now given up the faith! So lets look.... 

The DANGER 

The Writer is talking about those who neglect such a great salvation (3). In chapter 1 the Writer has  
spelt out what a unique and wonderful Person Jesus Christ is, and what a wonderful salvation He 
accomplished for His people. It was a salvation from sins, or as he says purification for sins (3). It 
was great in the sense that no one else could possibly pay the price necessary for the salvation. It 
was great in the sense of the greatness of the One who paid the price, the Son of God, and of the 
poverty of those who received the salvation - the unworthy, rebellious sons called out of darkness. 

To neglect something can mean to ignore it! To pretend it is not there! If you ignore someone 
means you have noticed them but you have not acknowledged them. To ignore someone is a 
deliberate act of insult! You are saying they are unimportant and do not require my attention! As 
Xns, we should ignore no one! Everyone is worthy of attention and care and love. 

But neglecting has other manifestations. We can neglect something which we acknowledge to be 
important, but not give it the due respect/honour/attention it demands. Eg: we may acknowledge 
double yellow lines by the kerb and say 'to pot, I'll take the risk, if I am fined, I am fined'!  

That is what a lot of church-goers do with the gospel! They acknowledge its importance but reject 
outright the Authority from which it comes (not the minister, but the Lord of all things) and the 
consequences. It is very easy to neglect something! You do not need to do anything in order to 
neglect something. A bike - do nothing, never clean, never oil, leave it in the rain, it will rust and 
become inefficient. Neglecting is doing nothing! Neglecting the gospel is not thinking about it, not 
praying about it, not trying to gain the benefits of it - it is just doing absolutely nothing about it!  

What are you doing about the gospel you hear? I am speaking to Xns - the salvation of X requires 
our daily attention! Jesus would have us pray for our daily bread! And If anyone would come after 
Me, let him deny himself and take up his cross daily and follow Me (Luke 9:23) Paul said Though 
our outer self is wasting away, our inner self is being renewed day by day (2Cor 4: 16). Are you, 
Xn brother, Xn sister, being renewed day by day? If not, you could drift away very easily! 

The term 'drift away' is a maritime term. Drifting away at sea! If a captain of a ship neglects the 
rules of the sea, the rules of sailing, he can very easily drift away and become lost! A sailor just 
needs to do nothing, and he will drift away! A Xn needs to do nothing and he will drift away!  



If a Xn does not deliberately seek his own sanctification, and do what needs to be done, ie, make 
use of the instruments God has instituted for the sanctification of His people, he will drift away! 
Xns are not passive people - they are active. They are 'doers' of the Word, they are 'over-comers'! 
Xns are not robots, managed, monitored and controlled by an outside power! They operate and 
function through their conscience, understanding, affections and will! They make decisions having 
reflected and considered all the implications in a decision! So... 

If a Xn neglects to have regular fellowship with God and His people, he will drift away. He may 
still go to church, he may still have private worship (yes), but if he is not being fed, built up, 
nourished by the Spirit of God in his soul - he will drift away! You see, it is not just a matter of 
being there in church, or just reading your bible, it is a matter of being fed by God the bread of life 
each day. Listen to Jesus I am the living bread that came down from heaven. If anyone eats of this 
bread, he will live forever...unless you eat the flesh of the Son of Man and drink his blood, you have 
no life in you. Whoever feeds on My flesh and drinks My blood has eternal life (John 6:51,53)  

Friends, God has made it abundantly clear in His Word, that the seed He has planted in us at 
regeneration, must grow in grace and knowledge and love. The Kingdom of God is like a grain of 
mustard seed (which is the smallest of all seeds), that becomes the greatest of all trees! Listen to 
Peter: Like newborn infants, long for the pure spiritual milk, that by it you may grow up into 
salvation— if indeed you have tasted that the Lord is good (1Pet 2:2) Paul: But I, brothers, could 
not address you as spiritual people, but as people of the flesh, as infants in Christ. I fed you with 
milk, not solid food, for you were not ready for it. And even now you are not yet ready (1Cor 3:1). 

The only way a Xn can grow is having fellowship with God, Christ, His people! Communion!! 
Listen to Paul: holding fast to the Head, from whom the whole body, nourished and knit together 
through its joints and ligaments, grows with a growth that is from God (Col 2:19). You must be 
speaking, listening to God in His Word and Providence! Constantly in prayer/thanksgiving/praise! 
You must be joined to the Head Jesus Christ - the whole body derives sustenance from the Head!  

APP Do you have this constant contact with Jesus - are you 'for ever' interacting with God, seeking 
His guidance and direction in all affairs. Are you long without consulting Him? Are you 
constantly breathing prayers to Him? Is God your Rock, that you must repair to regularly? 

Now why do boats drift away? Because they have no direction! They are not aiming at anywhere 
special! And they should be! They are just 'jogging on' day by day without any special purpose! 
There are many Xns like that - no deliberate purpose of becoming more like Jesus! They should 
be aiming at being better Xns, more conformed to X!  No one will reach their target unless they 
really aim for it! Xns must pay much closer attention to what they have heard in the gospel, about 
holding fast to Christ! We need to be focussed and concentrated in being built up and nourished, 
otherwise, as our text says they will not escape the just retribution that their sins deserve!  

In today's hi-tech world, a lot of boats and aircraft (and in fact cars I think) have automatic pilot! 
Well, that analogy can also be used here! Our lives too, have automatic pilot! Yes! And do you 
know what they are set at? In our fallen human nature, our automatic pilot is set at Drift Away 
from God! And from the day we were born, that is what has been happening to us! And unless 
someone takes over we will certainly continue to drift further and further from God! Unless there is 
a deliberate redirection of our lives to head for heaven, we will find ourselves on the rocks!!  

Has Someone entered your life, so that you are truly heading for heaven? Has God's Holy Spirit 
taken over your life, so that you now live for Him? Is your life your own? The whole point of this 
epistle is that the Writer feels that some of his readers may be heading for Hell instead of heaven, so 
he warns them that they must pay much closer attention to the great fundamentals of life! 


